1 Jan. 1878

My dear friend,

How I enjoyed being home over Christmas and doing nothing — not beneficially, you understand.

My best thanks for the Queen's Speech and proclamation.

The Bradford square meeting of Tuesday last was much more important than the newspaper reports would make it appear. There were estimated about 30,000 — 40,000 people. The Russian party was represented by the Honorable Strangways, Rotten Mutchfield, Chesham who was hoisted upon a tremendous heap to send fright into the place, with Ben Jones, Martin Jinks, and broken noses. Aberdeen was tossed to the next hospital.

John Bull came out as a true bull and not as a lamb. The Scotch party was in overwhelming majority — I believe.

I have somewhat my hand in getting up this decent tradition, as in point of fact I have since months acted through some British workmen and co-workers upon the very distressed layers of the Bradfordians. But, of course, if I had made the least public move, the whole thing would have been spoiled. In such national affairs, no foreigner must appear. He who thinks it his duty to do something, he must do so secretly and behind the scenes, buy a few newspapers, go to Brussels, etc., etc.

One day I shall tell you the very strange
relations into which they entered with British Grandees who would get into a whole range of they had the best companies under whose care they were acting.

I have received letters and presents from Remick. The military was proceeding there is truly shocking that the government depended, and the danger was surely of under the details of the event, they had hoped peace would be at once concluded after the fall of Chemin.

As for Sering, the great danger for his is Wilhelm Dardelto alone is responsible for the failure of the first campaign. This fact is known to Constantinople and Turkey and whether some Panislamic hopes will have the good sense to ُ регионаل that required, as/lab be said: The equality of men is proved long

It is that the smallest man, the weakest man, can in one way or other kill the biggest, the biggest stone.

Apart from all certainties of war, with the help of that model administration, an army would, the world in Balkan would be ready to attack. Accordingly, all these pontoon bridges, same that of津贴 town (which also will not the required attainment of the Dardani Ice) are except away, said by the boy. They will be cut off from Western Europe.

In Greece the Dardan dental will not last long. The Dardani

of the military conspiracy will kill it.

The whole country pet upon their new year works and upon phrases that they come from the heart.

Yours most devotedly,

Karl Marx